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Mick cops a feel for Blake’s ass as he walks through. Blake looks
back at him with a raised eyebrow, knowing what he did to him,
Mick looks away, grinning.

by Elijah James Barrett
Chapter 5
Several stops and a walk across a dark rainy
street later, Blake and Mick arrive in front of a
Japanese steakhouse. Mick opens the door for
Blake, for him to enter; Mick cops a feel for
Blake’s ass as he walks through. Blake looks
back at him with a raised eyebrow, knowing
what he did to him, Mick looks away, grinning.
They are sat down at a table with a huge
stovetop, there’s lanterns all around them,
hanging from the walls and ceiling, the place is
dim, late at night, there’s a piano bar in the
background lined with lit shelves of alcohol.
There were also Japanese murals all over the
walls, from famous paintings, as well as ornate
china teapots, plates, cups, porcelain sakazuki
and white and blue sake bottles, and there was
even an aquarium built into the wall behind
them. John and Mick sit, facing the aquarium,
watching the ﬁshes as they order their steaks.
Blake and Mick also order alcohol, Mick choose
the kind, something called “Buru Bara”, as well
as some beer and hot sake. While waiting for
their steaks to cook they watched their chef, a
muscular, slightly chubby Japanese man, as he
cooks for them. Mick and Blake toast their sake
and drink. They move on to their beers, and
save the icy blue bottle of “Buru Bara” for later.
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Blake had never heard of this stuff before, but
he trusted Mick’s judgment. When it came time
for Mick to open the bottle of “Buru Bara”,
Blake’s nose was immediately met with the
scent of fragrant roses and a mysterious smell
he couldn’t identify, but found familiar. Blake’s
attention comes back to the bearded chubby
Asian man, prepping their dinner.
Mick whispers in his ear, “He’s real cute,
huh?” asks Mick. Blake nods in agreement
looking from Mick to the big chubby, bearish
man. Mick’s deep voice whispers again. “I
wouldn’t mind having him for dinner if you
know what I mean.”
Blake burst out in laughter, causing the table
to shake and other patrons to stare over in their
direction. Blake quiets down, flushed in the
face, and still chuckling, he catches his breath.
He takes a swig of beer, ﬁnishing it. Mick pours
the bottle of “Buru Bara” into clear shot glasses.
The liquid looks very blue, not just any shade,
but a sparkling deep cerulean that reminded
him of the color of the deep ocean. The scent
warmed his nostrils and made his cheeks feel
even more flushed than he did before. He
looked at Mick, who had already taken his shot,
Blake gets an overwhelming urge to kiss Mick
right there at the table, but in the corner of his
eye Blake sees a large black ﬁsh swim by, like a
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large shadow, in the tank of the aquarium,

bathroom. He reaches the landing; he goes to

which reminded him of something. Blake

open the door to the men’s room. Something

shivers to his core, he didn’t know why, the ﬁsh

didn’t feel right. He felt as if he was standing in

looked impossibly large for the tank, like it

a pool of water, he looks down, for a split

shouldn’t even be there, almost like it was a

second he thought there was water running out

large black shark. When it turned he saw its

of the door to the bathroom, under his feet, and

eyes, white, pale and tired looking, ghostly.

down the stairs to the restaurant. Blake shakes

There was no way

his head, there wasn’t any water

something so large was

there, running underneath

actually in the tank, his

him, it was just like the big

mind must have been playing

ﬁsh, or shark in the tank, it

tricks on him. It opens

wasn’t real. He opens the

its mouth, showing a set

door to the bathroom,

of sharp teeth, swimming

and stops in his tracks.

towards a Japanese

There, over one

tang surgeonﬁsh,

of the open stalls,

about to bite in to

directly above the

it. Blake watched

out of the corner of his

toilet, was a great black shape, enormous,

eye, mesmerized, and turned to look at it head

looking as if it was swimming up the wall, as if

on, then he heard Mick’s voice in his ear again.

the bathroom itself was underwater. This all

“You okay, bud?”

met his eyes in a single flash, and Blake rubbed

Blake reverts his attention back to Mick, “Oh

his eyes quickly. He looked at the bathroom

yeah, just looking at the ﬁsh tank.” Blake stands

again, standing in the doorway. Nothing was

up, “I have to pee,” he walks from the table with

there, just an empty bathroom and an open stall

the stovetop and walks to the corner of the

door.

restaurant, where the hall leading to the
bathrooms is.
“Okay,” says Mick, “Let me know if ya need
any help in there,” he calls after him.
Blake doesn’t respond. Mick knew

“Of course there wasn’t,” thinks Blake. He
goes over to the sinks and turns on the faucet
for warm water to splash his face. Hopefully
this will help clear his mind. After splashing
handfuls of water onto his face, Blake forgets

something was wrong. Blake didn’t dare look

that he needs to take a piss. Blake turns to the

back at the aquarium, behind Mick, he was

urinals and starts to unzip his fly; he tries not to

afraid he’d see it again. He turns the hall to go

look at the open stall where he saw the big

the bathrooms; the hall is lined with Japanese

black shape, afraid he might see it again. He

paintings, murals, and pottery, most of them

dances in place for a moment, having to pee

depicting swimming ﬁsh (why couldn’t he

badly, he ﬁnally takes his cock out of his

escape this thought). The hall leads to some

underwear and aims, and sighs as he pisses a

stairs leading up, the bathrooms were on two

fountain. He had to go so badly. Blake breathes

separate landings, up these stairs. Blake takes

deeply, and looks around the bathroom as he

the stairs, going up to the right, to the men’s

pees, Mick’s large pants he was wearing almost
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fall off of him. The bathroom door swings wide

in his sleeveless shirt. He was well built (but not

open causing Blake to jump from the sound.

nearly Mick’s size) and Blake enjoyed looking at

He drops his pants accidentally, making him

him. Mick waved back, and Blake got the

trip backwards onto the floor.

sudden inclination that they somehow knew

“Oh shit!” Blake’s pants fall around his
ankles as he falls back, almost peeing on

each other.
Mick and Blake reach their table and take

himself, he’s about to hit the floor when he

their seats as their dishes are presented to them,

feels someone catch him from behind.

“Itadakimasu!” says Mick as he grabs his

“Whoa there bud!”

chopsticks and digs in to his plate. Blake raises

Blake looks up to see who it is, with a sigh of

an eyebrow at Mick.

relief. It was Mick.
“Oh, you scared me there,” sighs Blake.
Mick assists Blake back to his feet; Blake
pulls back up his pants.
“It’s a good thing that I came in to take a
leak myself, would have found ya on the floor
covered in ya own piss,” Mick chuckles at the
thought.
Blake smiles, comforted by Mick’s big hairy
face. Blake is still leaning back against Mick,

“Huh?”
Mick looks back at Blake with his mouth full
of food, “it means let’s eat in Japanese”
“Oh,” says Blake. “You know Japanese?”
Mick shakes his head, “only key phrases, like
itadakimasu, neko no koban, and konichiwa!”
“Oh, that,” says Blake, pretending he knew
what they all meant. “The only Japanese I know
is off of this menu.”
Mick laughs harder than Blake thought he

looking up at him. Mick was much taller than

should have, Blake didn’t know why he found it

he was, and Blake didn’t mind having his back

that funny. Blake shrugs and nods to the chef,

turned to him, Mick holding on to his

after he nods to him, and grabs his chopsticks.

shoulders. Mick grins that big, toothy, dopey

Both Mick and Blake were eating steak and

grin of his.

chicken with rice and vegetables. Blake usually

“Come on,” says Mick, his body vibrating
behind Blake. “Let’s go back so you can ﬁnish
your shot.”
“Yeah,” says Blake.

liked to get sushi, particularly eel, at this
restaurant, but he was off-put on the whole idea
of ﬁsh for the moment after
that…whatever it was he saw.

Mick leans over Blake’s

He wasn’t in the mood

face and kisses him on

anymore, even though they

the forehead.

did make delicious sushi

Both men leave the
restroom and head back

here.
Blake lifts his chopsticks,

down the stairs, through the strange

ready to eat. He’s about to take a bite when he

hallway, back into the Japanese restaurant,

realizes he hasn’t taken his shot yet. He grabs

towards their table, the chef looks to be

the glass with the sparkling blue liquid. It still

ﬁnishing the their plates. The chef smiles,

intrigued him. He takes the shot in his hand.

holding one of their plates with one hand and
waves with the other, Blake admiring his arms,

Jezebel

“What’s this stuff called again?” asks Blake.

Continued on page 39
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Over 60 pages of incredible photographs!!!
Get your copy here

Introducing DHM’s New Illustrator

John Thiessen
John Thiessen’s art has been described as raw,
edgy, and sometimes controversial. Definitely
within the realm of homoeroticism, there is an
emotional honesty to his work that elevates the
genre into a true art form.
He was attracted to art from an early age, achieving success before leaving high school. But the real
inspiration for his work came from the years he
walked away from drawing. In 1996, at age 14,
Thiessen was diagnosed with HIV. The following
years brought other major shocks to his life including the loss of his first partner. This led to a
lengthy struggle with drug addiction. In 2016, he
began winning his battle with addiction and that’s
when he returned
to his passion, creating artistic expressions gleaned
from his life.
At one point,
Thiessen worked
for the Eagle in
Chicago where he
saw all sides of the
leather scene. He
became an instructor, teaching
Masters how to
work with submissives while keeping their health
and safety in
mind. Much of this period of his life is reflected in
his work, expressing both the pleasure and pain,
fear, guilt, joy and remorse he witnessed in both
Master and sub.
Much of Thiessen’s work is of faceless figures,
which he feels draws the viewer into the work and
brings them closer to their own experiences, fantasies and sometimes raw emotions. This was the
inspiration for the name of his business RawDraw
Art.

Artists such as Tom of Finland and M.C. Escher are
cited by Thiessen as influencers of his work. “Tom
of Finland’s eroticism and expression of men before the AIDS epidemic was incredible and
groundbreaking for his time” says Thiessen.
“Escher’s use of 3D in his works, and how he uses
depth to
draw
viewers
into his
work is a
feeling I
try to
capture
in some
of my
work, if
not in
image
then by
emotion”.
Thiessen
says his
style and ability to capture the viewer’s emotions
are reflected in his work “We Are All Human”.
“Most people are told from an early age that
they’re angels, but the reality is everyone has dark
thoughts, desires, and skeletons in their closet”. He
says this work reflects the struggle with one’s acceptance of being human and the feelings in that
first moment after falling into human desire. Other
of his works reflect the realization that “we are all
entitled to make mistakes, because we are human”
and show an almost joyful self-acceptance of
learning and growing within ourselves.
Thiessen feels that his art is continuing to develop
and that his best works are yet to come. His current works are available for purchase on his website

www.rawdrawart.com

by John Thiessen
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Jezebel continued from page 17
Mick looks over, his mouth full of rice, steak
and chicken, and puts up his hand while he
tries to swallow and take a drink.
“B—bur-ru..Ba-ra,” grumbles Mick,
swallowing.
“Oh,” says Blake, only half understanding
him, he looks at the shot and bottle, “I’ve been
here many times, but I never heard of this stuff
before,” says Blake.
“You’ve got to know about it to order it,” says
Mick with a wink, “Most places won’t tell you
it’s on their drink menu.”
“Really?” asks Blake, “Must be strong stuff.”
Mick shovels down more of his rice, and
looks back at Blake. “Well take the shot,” says
Mick, “And ﬁnd out for yourself.”
Blake nods and takes a whiff of it again, his
nostrils overcome with the strong scent of
roses, not so much a perfume smell, but a
delicious smell that warmed him to his core. He
brought the glass to his lips, and downed the
shot in one gulp. It did make him feel warm,
but not just that, the sensation was like he was
ﬁlled with a kind of ﬁre, but it didn’t burn like
whisky. It felt like it melted him, and all worry,
stress, his fear of seeing that black shadow
swimming in the tanks, and the sorrow he
associated with his memories of
Jezebel/Christina seemed to evaporate like ice
in hot tea, as if he could literally blow steam
out his nostrils, and the flavor was just as
wonderful, like nothing he had ever tried
before. Blake looks over at Mick and gives a big
dopey grin, “this stuff is smooth!”
Mick laughs out loud, “So you like it man?”
“Oh, hell yeah,” says Blake. He pours himself
another glass and downs it. It was incredible.
Usually it took several drinks for him to feel
this good. Blake was a hard drinker, and felt

Jezebel

immune to whisky over the years, but this stuff
was almost like magic, the way it worked. It
ﬁlled up any empty feeling inside him and
replaced it with a sense of conﬁdence, and
some sort of ﬁery, burning sensation. A
sensation that made him feel wild.
“Wow,” said Blake, after downing his second
shot. “That stuff’s great.” He was sounding like a
boy again, when he’d started drinking. A
sensation he hadn’t felt since then. He goes to
pour another shot.
“Woah, slow down there, buddy,” says Mick,
suddenly grabbing the bottle and Blake’s hand
together, “You might want to eat ﬁrst. You don’t
want to drink too much of this stuff. The
hangovers are hell.”
Blake felt even warmer than before, at the
touch of Mick’s hand, looking at him
dumbfounded. Mick’s eyes, scent, and his whole
face and body were so nice to look at and be
around, like a warm ray of sun, like he could
smell the sun on him, just like how this drink
made him feel. Then he ﬁnally heard what he
was saying.
“Oh yeah,” said Blake, realizing he hadn’t
touched his food, he takes his chopsticks and
starts shoveling his steak, chicken and rice, at a
voracious speed.
Mick has to hurry to keep up with him, as
Blake cleans his plate, he washes it down with
one more shot of the blue stuff.
“Ah, that was great,” says Blake.
“Mmmm-hmmm,” says Mick, still working
on his plate.
Blake looks at the glass again, turning it in
his hands, it was still blue. He looks at the bottle
and reads the name again.
“Buru-Bara….that’s Japanese, right?” says
Blake. Mick nods. “What does it mean?”
Another sly smile comes across Mick’s face.
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“I thought you’d never ask,” says Mick, “It
means “Blue Rose”.”
Blake stares at the bottle some more, looking

not,” he scratched his bearded chin in thought.
“What about him?” asks Blake.
“He’s the one who ﬁrst made the recipe for

at the label, the label has Japanese characters,

this drink, concocted it, and served it as his

with blue roses spread around the wording.

place of business, “The Harvest Moon”. For

“Blue rose huh, isn’t there no such thing?”
asks Blake as Mick ﬁnishes his last pieces of

years you could only ﬁnd it at his
establishments, clubs, restaurants…”

rice. Before Blake says another word, he

“This place?” asks Blake, curiously.

suddenly he realizes. “What a damn minute…

“Could be,” says Mick, “Artie’s had his name

The Blue Rose Hotel?”
Mick nods.
“This doesn’t have anything to do with the
Blue Rose Hotel, does it?” Blake asks, already
knowing the answer.
“Bingo,” says Mick, “I wondered when you’d
piece that together. I’m already steps ahead of
ya.”
“Then it does,” says Blake.
“Yes and no,” says Mick, being cryptic, “I can

and stamp on more places than you’d think
over the years.”
“What sort of place was The Harvest Moon?”
Blake asks.
“Well it was a nightclub, on the surface, but
there were other things happening too.”
“What kind of things happened there?” asks
Blake.
“All kinds of things,” says Mick with a wink,
“Mostly man things, hehe,” he chuckles. “You

tell you this, that this stuff has existed long

see, it was a place people went to be themselves,

before the Blue Rose Hotel, and I can’t think of

people like us, to not have to worry about what

any way Charles Newman could have gotten

the outside world thought, to be wild and free.

his wrinkled old hands on it, unless it involved

But because of our society…a lot of people

the most unsavory means.” Mick had a grim

suppress their true selves, and don’t know how

expression.

to show it. That’s where this stuff comes in

“What do you mean?” asks
Blake.
“Remember when I
told you that there were
things that you

handy.” Mick motions the
blue liquid in his glass.
“It brings out your
true self?” asks Blake.
“Exactly,” says Mick.

wouldn’t believe, things

“Taken in moderate

that had probably been

doses, of course, it can

stolen?”

make you relax and be

Blake nods, apprehensive and

yourself in ways that you

yet anxious to hear. If Mick hadn’t had him

couldn’t show. For instance, someone who liked

intrigued before, he had his full attention now.

other men, who was forced to hide it from the

“Well,” says Mick, “There was a brilliant man
named Artie Wolfe…”

world, could indulge that in this place, but
because he was forced to pretend in the outside

“Wolf?” asks Blake.

world, he may not know how to go about it, or

“No relation,” says Mick, “At least I hope

how to act. Then he could take this stuff, to
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bring his true self out. And lots of guys did that,

shoulder. “But logically… I think something bad

took this stuff then blew off steam with each

happened.”

other.”
“That sounds amazing,” says Blake.
“Yeah. It was a great place for that, but…of

“You mean he’s dead?” asks Blake.
“I think something got him,” says Mick, “He
would have let me know something by now. He

course it didn’t take long

had plans.”

for vice detectives and the

Blake almost asked

police to raid the place,

Mick what he meant by

and put it out of

“something got him”. He

commission.”

assumed he meant someone,

“That sucks,” says Blake,

that he’d been killed by

who was beginning to

someone, but that tone of

fantasize about visiting
such a place.

voice Mick had when
he’d said “something” got under his skin. But

“Yeah, for a lot of people it was the only

what caught Blake’s attention even more was

place to go, there were bathhouses, but no

the thought of what Artie’s plans were. There

other places quite like this. Artie’s stock was

was only one thing he could think of. “Let me

raided as well, but he did have some of his

guess…The Blue Rose Hotel,” says Blake.

“Buru-Bara” mixture invested in other places, it

Mick looks at Blake, and grins.

was his recipe. He was the only one who knew

“You’re good, I didn’t even have to explain

how to make it, who knew what secret
ingredients were required. And it continued to
gain popularity in hush-hush circles.”
“Did you know him personally?” asked Blake.
“I do,” says Mick with toothy grin, “I was a

that one,” says Mick.
“I’m a private detective as well,” says Blake.
“I’m good at putting pieces together.”
“Yeah,” says Mick, looking at Blake with an
impressed glint in his eyes, “The Blue Rose Hotel

part of his pack for a while, but that’s a whole

was his dream…and now this old bastard has

other story.”

got his hands on it. It was supposed to be a place

“What happened to Artie’s pack?” asked

like “The Harvest Moon”, but much larger.

Blake. Blake didn’t know what Mick meant by

Where people could stay, and be their selves,

“pack” he assumed it was a gang of some kind.

loose themselves, and escape from this reality.

“Artie disappeared,” said Mick, looking
sorrowful, into his glass “I fear the worst, he

But…that’s not what happened. That’s not what
the Blue Rose Hotel is.”

hasn’t been seen for over a year now. His pack

Blake looks confused; he was trying to

broke up after that, scattering, going on their

understand what Mick meant about the Blue

own ways, those believing he’s dead, those

Rose Hotel being more than an escape.

believing he isn’t.”
“What do you think happened?” asks Blake.
“Don’t know, I feel that he’s alive… but that’s
all I can sense.” Blake wants to comfort Mick,
he can tell he’s sad. He puts a hand on his big

Jezebel

“Why don’t we have a visit ourselves?” Blake
asks.
Mick looks at Blake again, and gets another
smirk across his face.

Continued on page 92
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Photographer Interview
Meet the Kink Photographer
Dylan Hodgon of HDGimage Photography
From the day we were presented with images by Dylan I knew Iwanted his work in the Magazine. His interesting
take on scenes, his great eye to make everyone look great, and his incredible skill behind the camera have made
him a favorite of each Issue. We were lucky enough to get some time with him to ask some of the questions we
know you’ll want to know about. So sit back, grab a beer or your favorite beverage and get ready to learn about this
incredible photographer.
Please, tell us a bit about your personal life
Of course! I’m just a 28 Year old Photographer based
in Queensland Australia. I like to think there’s
nothing exceptional about me except I can take a
good photo, though many (I would wager) will tell
you diﬀerent. I am the current reigning Queensland
Pup for 2018, as well as taking out the national title
of Australian Pup for 2018. I plan on travelling to the
states later in the year to compete in the international
competition. At home, I live with my Fiance Twitch
Donnelly (Mr Queensland Leather 2018), who is also
my Master. He is the head of our little leather family
called House of the Monkey King with my Pup
Brother Skout Bullivant (Mr Queensland Leather
2016) and a few other members. When I’m not in
the studio taking photos or doing graphic design, I
also work at a pub in Brisbane called the Sportsman
Hotel. Sporties, as it’s commonly known, is the hub
for all of the sub-groups within the LGBTQ+
community here in Brisbane, such as the Queensland
Bears BrisBears, the Leather, Fetish & Uniform lovers
The BootCo. and the Queensland Pups & Handlers
(or Q-PAH).
Do you have any formal training in photography?
Funnily enough, I don’t. I am completely self taught
through inspiration, trail and error. In saying that I
have had plethora of amazing role models that have
imparted their knowledge onto me to whom I will
be eternally grateful. I am very lucky enough to be
working out of a set of studio spaces at Urban Jungle
Studios, Newstead, which gives me access to space to
make, play and create at my whim.
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How long have you been shooting kink/fetish scenes?
What got you started in doing it?
It’s only been quite recently where I have delved into
the weird and wonderful world of kink photography. I
remember my ﬁrst ever rope photo... shoot? It was late
2016, in my 1 bedroom apartment with a single strobe,

Turning the Lens

a YouTube video and a very patient (and willing) friend.
From then, I guess as they say, the rest is history.
Comparatively, I would hardly call that a shoot these
days. To be fair, I still look very fondly on those photos,
even though I know I have come leaps and bounds with
my work.
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Where is the most dangerous? Bizarre? Weird?
place you have shot?
About 5-6 months of beginning to shoot kink & fetish
photography. My friend (who I had shot 2-3 times by
then) had sent me the location of an abandoned service
station, where out the back was a massive 2-story high
warehouse. Another couple of willing (and patient)
friends of mine and I precariously positioned ourselves
on top of one of the ceilings while we set up a rope
suspension scene. Still one of my favourite shots, based
purely on that adventure.
What is the most out-there scene you have
photographed?
The most bizarre shoot I have been a part of is for an
Adult Fashion & Toy store, based in Sydney Australia
called SAX Fetish. The owner, Wayne Nicol, hired me
to shoot a large series of photos of their products...
while they were being used. The most bizarre scene we
shot was one of our models upside-down, suspended by
boot ankle harnesses and chains, cuﬀed, hooded and

completely naked in the basement of the store. I walked
away from that shoot a changed man - for the better!
Do the guys you shoot use their own clothing and
gear?
While I do encourage all of my models to bring any gear
they have that they wish to be shot in, I do have a few
bits & pieces of gear stashed under my desk at work much to the amusement of the studio manager. I ﬁnd
that the experience of someone wearing a harness or
being tied up for the ﬁrst time one of the most
rewarding experiences - especially when their jaw drops
when they see how good they look!
Are any of the guys you shoot inhibited at ﬁrst?
Oh quite frequently! Which in all honesty is perfectly
natural. I always start my sessions oﬀ with a 2-3 minute
brief on what the session will contain, if I have to rope
consent on touching etc. This, combined with a healthy
level of over explaining what I’m doing with a touch of
terrible humour (my only type of humour) works to
relax everyone in the room.
Do you have go-to brands of leather or
fetish wear and gear you favour?
I will always favour the gear that means a lot
to me. Look locally! I am a big advocate for
asking around your home town as to who is
making gear! Stores such as Black Rabbit,
Kingsman Out-Fitters, SAX Fetish or Lucrezia
& De Sade that not only stock the big guys
brands (Mr S, Mr B, Oxballs etc) also go out
of their way to stock products and support
locally-made products.
Do you always set the scene? Or do the guys
you shoot also contribute and suggest ideas?
I would have to say its a mixture of both.
Sometimes, I’ll have a model approach me
speciﬁcally to be tied up in a shoot, where
they’ve seen a shoot of mine where I set the
scene. I like to be quite organic when it comes
to my shoots. I ﬁnd this ends up with the best
product where both the model and the
photographer are comfortable with the scene.
Any favorite body types to shoot?
Ha ha, I guess I’m obliged to say bears, aren’t
I? Though I am a VERY big fan of bears, I
ﬁrmly believe (and a ﬁrm advocate for)
celebrating and shooting all body types. Furry
bodies work VERY well with a good hair light
however - which is one reason why I tend to
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lean towards shooing against a
black wall.
Do you ever get guys with a
really bad attitude? What do you
do?
To a point, we’ve all dealt with
negative people in our travels. I,
fortunately enough, have not had
to deal with any bad attitudes in
regards to my models... yet. I guess
it’s inevitable. I like to think that
when the time comes, and I get a
model who is less than desirable to
work with, that I’ll be conﬁdent
enough in my work and move on.
Do you have any upcoming
projects? What are they?
I do! I am currently raising money
to get myself over to the states to
Represent
Queensland
and
Australia at the International Pup
and Trainer Comp (IPTC) Later in
the year! Because I am so
community focused, instead of
just the usual car washes and coatchecks, I’m running a series of
photo shoots called “Black Wall
Gear Shoots” where a model can
book in for a 1/2 hour shoot with
as much (or as little) gear they
want photos taken in. I’m aiming
to run these in Brisbane,
Melbourne and Sydney in the
upcoming months.
Once again I’d like to thank Dylan
for taking the time to answer the
questions and his candidness in his
answers. I am sure you all enjoyed
reading them.
If you want to check out more of
his work, you can ﬁnd his facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/HDGimage or on
instagram at https://www.instagram.com/hdgimage/. He also
has more revealing images on
twitter at
https://twitter.com/HDGimage
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Boot Fantasy

Mike woke up to ﬁnd himself unable to move
his cock to a more comfortable position. Right
in front of him, the ﬁrst thing he saw was the
tin of boot polish with the ripped remains of
his denim shorts next to it. The mountain of
boots he'd started cleaning were next to it,
waiting to be polished off. That was his
punishment for being caught cottaging by the
soldiers, they'd knocked him out with a whiff
of an aerosol of stun gas and taken him back to
the barracks immobile in the scout car, and
transferred him here to the drying room, held
him spread-eagled on the floor whilst one of
them controlled Mike by keeping his boot on
Mike's balls between his outstretched legs.
Mike gradually came to from a combination of
the pain on his balls and the heat.
The soldiers searched him, removed his wallet
and the handcuffs he kept with him "just in
case his luck changed" - usually he had to play
the boss man, but he always hoped. They'd
strung him up stretched spreadeagled against
the drying room wall between rows of half dry
combat jackets and the grubby
whitewashed wall, arms and high-booted
feet tied to the huge warm pipes that
circled the room. They'd undone his chaps
and removed the vestigial denim shorts
that he wore to both protect his decency
and to exaggerate, both to him and to his
public, his basket. The cockring he always
wore cruising glinted in the harsh light of
the single bulb hanging on a flex in the
middle of the drying room. Mike's T-shirt
had not been removed with the same care,
indeed the frayed collar of it was still
ringing his neck, albeit now rather dirty.
He had planned to use the rest of it to
polish off the boots as ordered.

cammo gear sagging on lines of hangers and
the soldiers who'd wear the uniforms again
shortly. Mike applied the polish to the mud
encrusted, dull boots at his feet. One of the
soldiers had crouched next to Mike, forced his
ﬁnger up Mike's arse and wanked Mike's cock
with boot polish while Mike polished boot after
boot, the soldier's ﬁnger insistently jabbing the
pace on Mike's prostrate.
They'd put his leather jacket back on him loosly
and tied him stretched between the pipes on the
wall again and asked him if he liked boots, "Yes,
Sir" he'd replied, and a series of boots were
tossed at him, mostly failing at the the cammo
jackets between Mike and his captors, but
quickly the soldiers pulled the jackets apart,
asked Mike's permission, then attached a pair
of boots to his balls, pulling the balls
downwards as they'd been stretched many
times before. Pelting him with boots was now
more fun, Mike was unprotected save for the
thick atmosphere and insistent smell of sweaty
Continued on page 83

He had, in fact, enjoyed the way the
soldiers had used him, releasing him from
the wall, but not allowing him to escape
the unique atmosphere of the drying
room, forcing him to kneel between the
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Continued from page 77
muddy combat uniform. Boots aimed at his
body caused him to sway a little and try to
duck his waist, to no avail and increasing pain
as the bootlaces on his balls cut into his

against the tender leather of Mike's chaps, the
soldier's greens riding high up the crack of his
arse and then helped further by one of the
many hands urgently seeking to give and
reward the sensual pleasures of comradeship.
Another soldier ground the sole of a
boot greased black with polish into
Mike's chest leaving concentric
crescents around his pectorals and
abdominals. The soldiers got out their
cocks, now bursting from being rigid
for so long, spat on their hands and
wanked off in Mike's direction,
tattooed forearms straining, then white
cum flowing over clenched ﬁsts
containing now spent cock, the soldiers
wiped this too on Mike's chest and in
his short cropped hair, secret eyes
darted around the room: conﬁdences
conﬁrmed, pleasures compared.

scrotum. To stop Mike anticipating they pulled
a drab wool hat over his eyes. Now they aimed
true and clapped the hisses of breath as boots
winded him hitting him full toss in the
stomach, jeering the stifled swearwords as a
boot hit his hard cock and fell via the pair of
boots dangling from Mike's balls.
Mike was asked again "Do you like boots
civvie?" "Yes, Sir!" came the reply smartly. He
couldn't see, but felt the nearness of the
muscled soldier in thin greens and T-shirt
barely covering a well tattooed arm. Mike
anticipated perfectly the boot placed at his
mouth, he licked it expertly, chasing the boot
polish around the welt and between the laces.
The soldier standing astride Mike's immobile
leg rutting his cock free inside his greens

Boot Fantasy

Mike still unclimaxed, still making no
attempt to resist the fulﬁllment of what
would have been a very good dream
and many times better in the flesh,
whatever the embarrassment after,
allowed himself to be secured hand and
foot, face down on the wide wooden
slats of the drying racks a polishing on brush
loosely in his arse, boots re-hung from his balls
but through the gaps between the slats, another
pair slung round his neck and similarly
through the slats, dragging, not irrevocably but
draining of resistance, his head to the small pile
of boots he had for a pillow. The soldiers tossed
a few more boots onto the back and legs of their
captive leaving the majority on the floor
directly in front of him.
He felt another whiff of the stun gas and did
not feel the hat removed from his head. When
he came to, the room was empty and he was left
staring at the boots he would have to ﬁnish
cleaning when the soldiers came back to untie
him.
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Jezebel continued from page 41
“Blake, my man, you’re playin’ my song,” he
says with a wink.
“Great,” says Blake, smiling as well, “What
does that mean?”
Mick puts an arm around Blake.
“It means I was already thinkin’ the same
thing, but was tryin’ to convince ya it was a
good idea.”
“Well, yeah,” says Blake. “I mean I’d be
helping you investigate my client, but…I have a
hunch this is the only way we’re gonna ﬁnd out
answers. Besides…he looks at his glass of “burubara” again, then at the aquarium tank. “I have
a feeling this is the only way I’ll ﬁnd out what
really happened to Jezebel”.

They clink glasses.
Blake and Mick take a swig of their shots,
both men make soured expressions on their
faces from the alcohol. Blake catches someone
by the corner of his eye, at the opposite end of
the restaurant. The ﬁgure looks to be of a man
in a long brown (or beige) trench-coat, standing
in a dimly lit, red hallway, near an exit sign (at
least Blake thought it was a man), behind a wall
of murals. By the time Blake turns his head, all
he sees is the end of the long trench coat
disappear around the corner, down the red
hall, as if slithering behind the wall.
“What was that?” Blake says, suddenly.
Mick looks over Blake’s shoulder.
“You see somethin’ Blake?” asks Mick,
looking to where Blake was.

Mick sees the expression

Blake looks at the empty

that comes over his face

exit hall, and then looks back

whenever Blake mentions

at Mick.

her name, he looks away

“Nothin’,” says Blake. “I

from Blake as if he knows

thought I saw someone in a

something that Blake does

coat…but…they were probably

not, as if Blake had forgotten
and Mick doesn’t want Blake to know again.
Mick shakes the worried look off his face, so
Blake wouldn’t see it, and musters a conﬁdent
smile.
“Well,” Mick claps his hands together. “I
suggest we start our partnership and start
working on the case together. Now that we’ve
had our friendly greeting and got to know each
other,” He winks at Blake.
Blake nearly spits out his drink, getting
Mick’s drift, and wipes his mouth, laughing.
“Sounds good to me,” says Blake.
“So…” says Mick. He lifts his glass to Blake.
“The Blue Rose Hotel?” he asks.
Blake looks conﬁdent and nods, he lifts his
own glass.
“The Blue Rose Hotel”.
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just leavin’. I mean there’s no
one there.”
He shrugs at Mick. Mick looks at Blake and
at the exit, suspiciously.
Blake looks from Mick to the walls of the
restaurant and the shiny murals on them. They
all appeared to be based on or around water.
One was of the famous Hokusai “Great Wave”,
almost stereotypical in a place like this, and the
one next to it was “The Sea at Satta in Suruga”
by Hiroshige, and strangely enough Yamada
Yorikiyo’s “Dragon and Tiger”. There was also
byobu in the corner, of a tiger at sea, flying over
it, near the crashing waves, with an ominous
dragon flying in the clouds. He had seen these
many times on his visits to this restaurant, but
this time he noticed how they seemed to
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continue to move from one to the other, like a

dinner before, he didn’t know how to react.

giant storm, or tsunami, and they moved. The

“Uh…thanks, man,” says Blake.

thunder and rain outside echoed, and the

Mick takes out his wallet and puts down the

sounds of the rushing waves seemed to ﬁll his

money for the bill on the counter (Blake sees

head, the whole restaurant, murals, aquarium,

something in Mick’s wallet as he takes out the

were suddenly bathed in blue, the walls

money, another card of some kind, with a

reflecting waves, everything was going blurry

distinct logo), then hands a bundle of bills over

again. The tiger seemed to float through the

to the chef.

storm of waves, as if caught in the tempest, and

“Thanks,” says Mick, with a wink.

disappeared within them, enveloped by the

The chef bows in return and takes the paid

waves. Blake had an ill look, as if he had

check away. Mick and Blake head out to the

thought he’d recovered from a horrible

doorway. As they leave Blake sees Mick, over his

sickness, only to be overcome but another

shoulder, and the chef exchange one last look

horrible wave. Blake shook his head, trying to

and a sort of salute between each other. He

shake the blue from his vision, and looked back

couldn’t help but feel they already knew each

down at his hands, which…did not appear to be

other somehow. If this was indeed Mick’s ﬁrst

his hands at all, but claws, covered in strange

time here, how did they know each other? With

fur, like a tiger’s paws. Blake panics. Blake

one last look at the handsome chef, and the

looks quickly over to where Mick is sitting and

aquarium tank behind him, Blake turns and

sees what looks to be a big black wolf with

leaves the restaurant with Mick

orange glowing eyes. Blake jumps out of his
chair and falls to onto the ground in a state of

A few minutes later, Blake and Mick are

panic. Mick jumps from his chair to rush over

walking down the street where Mick’s

towards Blake.

apartment is, the rain has let up. Mick opens

"What's wrong Blake?" Mick kneels down to
the floor to help out Blake.
Blake rubs his eyes again and sees Mick, not

the entrance door for Blake, and follows
behind. They reach Mick’s apartment. Mick
unlocks his door allowing Blake to enter ﬁrst

the beast. Dumbfounded, Blake stares at Mick

again. They enter Mick’s apartment to see a

and back to the murals. "I must have had some

faint blue glow, almost neon, coming from over

bad sushi or something,” says Blake as he rises

the skyline in the thin dissipating veil of rain,

to his feet with Mick's assistance.

coming in through the window. Blake thought it

"Well it's getting late, we should head back

might be the moonlight, but that’s not what it

to my apartment for our plan," says Mick, Blake

was. Then Blake noticed, following the blue

nods his head in agreement.

light, that Mick’s desk now had a large blue

Blake gets out his wallet and starts to pull

manila folder ﬁlled with papers, which Blake

out cash for the bill. Mick puts one of his big,

hadn’t seen before. Blake had almost thought he

warm, strong hands on Blake’s hand.

was loosing his mind, when Mick spoke.

“Don’t worry about it buddy, it’s on me,”
Mick says with a smile.
Blake had never had anyone pay for his
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“Ah, perfect, looks like the blue-prints are
here,” says Mick, looking happy. He turns on
the lights of the apartment.
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“Blue prints?” asks Blake.

ahead and planned this all out way in advance

“Yeah, they must have been brought here

didn’t you?”

while we were out,” says Mick.
“You mean someone else has been here?”
asks Blake, feeling uncomfortable.
“Only to make a delivery,” says Mick, “Don’t
worry, they’re a friend of mine.”

Mick shrugs then, in an innocent, but honest
voice says. “Well, yeah.”
Blake looks at Mick, exasperated, then can’t
help but laugh.
“Well, I’ve got to hand it to ya man,” says

“A friend?” asks Blake.

Blake, “You keep this up, and I may have a rival

“Yeah,” says Mick, taking off his jacket, “Goes

detective in this city after all.”

way back.”
Mick goes over to his desk to retrieve the
folder.
“What kind of blueprints?” asks Blake,

“Ah, shucks man,” says Mick, with another
shrug, going back to look at his papers.
Blake looks over Mick’s shoulder. The logo
on each print reads “DESIGNS BY FROST” in an

curiously, as he follows Mick over to the desk,

art deco font similar to The Blue Rose Hotel’s

his coat remains on.

original logo that Mick had shown him. Blake

“Just of the hotel,” says Mick, patting his

thought that he had seen a similar logo

hand on the folder, “Just of The Blue Rose

somewhere else before, but it escaped his mind

Hotel, and designs.”

for the moment. The designs looked like a

“For the….” Blake is speechless. “How the hell
did you get those?”
“Well, they’re not the originals, but copies, by

cityscape covered in various shades of blue, it
was either a construction company logo or logo
for the blue rose hotel, either way it reminded

hand,” says Mick, “My friend is good at copying

Blake of the other business card that was in

things by eye.”

Mick’s wallet. Though he hadn’t seen what it

“I’m…impressed,” says Blake, as Mick opens
the folder. “Wait you said designs as well?”
“Yeah, for clothes,” says Mick, “Now you

had said fully, he had seen the name “Frost” on
it. The blueprints themselves were hard to
understand, there were multiple copies of each

don’t think two big burly

floor plan of every floor, but

guys like ourselves can

each copy of each floor was

get into a swanky place like

different, as if things had

“The Blue Rose Hotel” in

been slowly changing over

these threads, now do

time, but some of the

ya?”

changes were too drastic

“I…” Blake starts to

for it to be possible, as if the

say, as Mick flips through the large prints in the

building itself were changing shape. Blake

folder. “…Why you sly fox,” he says looking at

didn’t want to think that was a possibility.

Mick, furrowing his eyebrows.

Blake’s attention soon came to the apparent

“What?” asks Mick, innocently, barely
keeping his smile hidden.
“You knew I was going to say yes to
investigating the Blue Rose Hotel. You went
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clothing designs for the both of them, they
seemed to be styled perfectly for both men (how
Mick had gotten his measurements, Blake

Continued on page 103
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Jezebel continued from page 94
didn’t know). The clothing designs for their
suits were sharp, certainly something Blake
couldn’t afford, they looked really expensive,
custom tailored for men of their build, not to
mention the material used to make this type of
clothing.
“So, Frost Designs?” says Blake looking at
the prints, “It’s hard to ﬁnd clothes like this for
men our size…I’m surprised I never heard of
this place.”
“Yeah, isn’t it great?” asks Mick, getting
excited. “It’s not a place, yet,” says Mick. “My
friend is still working on that, but for now they
do custom tailoring. For big men like us.”
Blake looks at the sketch of his outﬁt. It
appears to be a slate grey and red pinstripe suit,
and, with a hot pink necktie, white shirt and
dark grey shoes. Mick’s appears to be a suit and
tie as well, dark grey necktie, white shirt, with a
white jacket with black lining and white pants
and fedora with a black strap, and a sort of
grey scarf around the shoulders, and black and
white shoes, and gloves (there were shades
attached to one of the pockets in the sketch).
Blake noticed that the measurements written
in the sketch were precise, to the inch.
“Wow, these are exactly my size and
everything, not sure how I feel about a hot pink
tie, but they look fancy,” Blake raises an
eyebrow at Mick, “Just when and how did you
take my measurements?”
Mick grins, showing his teeth, and rubs the
back of his neck, “Hehe, well you know...”
Blake stares at Mick, “No I don’t know.”
Mick blushes and looks over at the heater
with the clothes still on top.
Blake smacks his head, “Oh I forgot! For
some reason I thought you must have
measured me when I was passed out… or when
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we were naked in the shower.”
Mick let’s out a nervous laugh, “Yeah! That
would have been weird.” Mick let’s out a
carnivorous yawn, “Man, it’s getting late, we
should get some rest if we wanna get a head
start on this Blue Rose Hotel sneak in.” Mick
starts to unbutton his shirt as Blake continues
looking over the blueprints of the hotel. This
place had everything.
“Swanky is right,” says Blake, “this place has
got it’s own movie theater, restaurants,
nightclubs, spa, swimming pool, snack bar, and
even an automat?” Blake paused. He hadn’t
been to an automat since…a memory started to
cloud Blake’s mind, but he tries to shake it off.
After all that was where he had met her, when
he had ﬁrst laid eyes on Jezebel, and the
memory of that place still haunts him in his
dreams.
Blake zones out...everything fades to a
memory, to an automat, where Blake is looking
at a wall of deserts, each in frosty glass boxes.
Above the rows of glass squares, are glowing
purple and blue signs, which look icy
themselves, reading “DESSERTS” “CAKES” and
“PIES”. Blake sees the pies, and looks for his
favorite pie, key lime. He ﬁnds that there’s one
left. He reaches for it, getting his coins out of
his trench coat pocket, and grabs a nickel. He
goes to put the nickel in the slot when he sees a
young blonde woman in a trench coat looking
at the same row of pies, she looks over to Blake
and smiles.
“Looks like we are both craving that pie,”
she says.
Blake’s face turns red, “Oh, there’s only one
key lime pie left.”
“Oh,” says the young lady, looking slightly

Continued on page 140
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Weight Loss is a very personal journey. It is one
that has to be done for the correct reasons or it
is not going to work, I repeat not going to work.
Take it from one who said they were going to do
it several times before they actually did. I am 5'
7 and said I was going to lose it when I was 180
lbs. I then said I was going to do it when I was
190 lbs. Then I reached 200 - yep I said I was
going to do it again then too. Well guess what I
didn't do it until I reached 213! By then I fit into
none of my old clothes (well that happened at
180 to be fair) and only bought things that work
with my expanding waist line i.e. large shirts,
drawstring pants etc...

Sometimes you have to lay your pimp hand
down! Yep, this is when I finally decided to drop
the weight and drop it noooow! It's about wanting
to feel good about yourself. It's about claiming
who you are. It's about, as Janet Jackson so directly put it Control. "Yes" wight loss is about taking control of who you are and being in a positive
mind space. Life is a journey we are not going to
be who we are one hundred percent of it. This
being stated, once we allow ourselves to access
who we are on an honest and real level then we
can do anything!
Who are we to judge ourselves? The first step to
happiness is to accept who you are and deal with
it. Life is not about perfection it's
about acceptance. Does this mean
you have to like everything? Hell to
the Fucking No! It means deal with
it and find out what works for you.
That is exactly what I did.
Being authentic is the best gift you
can give yourself. Start there, make
your weight loss journey about your
happiness. It's not about pleasing
anyone else. I can tell you I found a
wonderful guy with a six pack when
I was 213 lbs. He liked me for me,
because despite the fact that I was
overweight, I still had some self esteem. Of course he loved the fact
that I lost it. But it was because I
wanted to. Doing it for yourself is
the key to victory.
I decided to take this journey when
I was 51. Thus proving you are
never too old and you are never too
late. Honestly I was tired of looking
like a balloon in the Macy's Thanksgiving day parade.
Thus one day I got out of my bedded stupor and said: You've got this
Mother Fucker! I wanted my outside

You’ve Got This
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As I continued on this journey I kept
moving adding in more exercise to
what I had been doing. FYI weight
loss is an 80/20 proposition - 80 percent what you consume 20 percent
exercise. Exercise is to keep you
and your mind healthy and focused.
It's also there to take the weight you
have lost and make it look fab! One
of the unexpected benefits of me
dumping the weight is doing my
weekly routine of: Spinning, Abs,
Weights & Yoga I have achieved definition in my stomach for the first time
ever at 53 years old. Imagine that!
What's that you ask? Do I still drink
alcohol? The answer is "Yes" but in
moderation. Honestly at this point
two glasses of wine gets me tipsy.
That's what Uber is for. Do I have
cheat meals, your damned right I do.
Most of the week I eat clean, but
there is that one day a week I eat,
not like a pig. But I will eat something
not on my diet and in moderation. I
have
a
things
for
pizza,
burgers,Mexican food and my ultimate favorite snack is brie and
crackers.
to match my inside. I wanted to like what I saw
in the mirror.
And so the journey began...I started with the
best diet I knew: fruits, veggies & meat. Although
you should eat lots of meat, protein anytime of
day is acceptable if you get my drift. You should
try to do your fruit aka sugar that is acceptable
in the ayem and veggies round the clock. Sound
boring? It truly isn't, it's all a matter of reprogramming your way of thinking.
OK, I will admit it isn't easy. When I started for
every 5 pounds I lost, I gained three back for a
long time. The key is I did not give up. That
would have been an easy thing to do. Get discouraged and throw in the towel. I owed this to
who I am, not who I wanted to be. I am this person who wants this from themselves, not what
anyone wants from me. It's about who you are
and what you want.
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OK, now I'm hungry for some In-N-Out Burger,
but I had pizza yesterday so it's off limits until
next weekend. The one trick to adhering to
healthy eating habits is to reprogram your way
of relating to food. Don't think of it as depriving
yourself, because you aren't dieting you are eating cleaner and more efficiently. I view my
changed eating habits as being good to myself.
Also reminding myself of all the hard work it took
me to get there and not wanting that effort have
been a waste of time. I remind myself of how
great I now look naked too. Thus me writing this
and showing you before and after shots of me
naked so you can see the difference, it's a big
one!
Speaking of big ones as you can see by the pics
I have a big penis, that got even bigger when I
lost the weight. Another unexpected, but welcome change to my body. If I can do it, you can
too. Trust me you've got this!

You’ve Got This

Warren
Rigger - Mr QLD Leather 2018, Twitch Donnelly
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The doorway was hard to see in the dimly lit

yellow jock piss to be going all over him.

alley way. The buddy who told Joe about the

So Joe had worked hard, becoming a decent

place had never been there himself. He'd only

football player and a state champion wrestler.

heard about it from other guys. He told Joe

Enough to earn an atheletic scholarship to a

about it as a joke, but Joe had listened very

university far away from the narrow minds in

closely while appearing not to be interested at

Nebraska. Somewhere Joe could explore all of

all. But he was interested This was no joke to

his sexual fantasies without the prying eyes

him. It sounded like a piece of heaven - or hell!

and ears of small-town America. And tonight,

A place where guys went and anything - and

maybe his fantasies would ﬁnally become

that meant ANYTHING goes!

reality.

What had especially peaked Joes interest was

At 20 years old and 6 foot tall with dark auburn

when his buddy

hair and green eyes,

mentioned that

Joe was afraid that

there were special

he was too young to

rooms which

get into the place.

included one for

He stood in line

guys into getting

with several guys

pissed on. Now, Joe

who all seemed to

had never been

be in their late

pissed on, or pissed

twenties or early

on anybody for that

thirties watching

matter

the dark haired

- but he wanted to.

hunk who was the

He'd dreamed about

doorman collecting

having some stud's

the entrance fees.

golden piss cove his

The doorman stood

body as he'd jacked

at least 6 foot 4

off his hefty, uncut

inches and had the

cock or pissed on

most

himself in the

well developed chest

shower, but that just

and arms Joe had

didn't have the same effect. Growing up in a

ever seen - and he'd seen a LOT of jocks in his

little town in Nebraska, just giving or getting

life. They guy's torso tapered down to an

blowjobs with his buddies on the high school

impossibly small waist and then bulged out to

football and wrestling teams had seeemd like

massive thighs and a crotchmound that had

the depths of depravity. But he remembered

Joe's mouth literally salivating. A square-cut jaw

watching some of the other young studs as they

and seemingly easy smile was below piercing,

pissed at the urinals beside him or in the

ice-blue eyes. They guy was drinking a beer as

shower and wanting desperately for that

he took the entry fees and what Joe wouldn't
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give to have some of the guy's beer - recycled

Joe didn't exactly know what the bathtubs were

through that stud body and out that stud cock.

all about but ﬁgured it might have something
to do with piss since you could take your shoes

When it was Joe's turn, the guy didn't even ask

off back there. But he decided to check out all

him for ID.

the other rooms ﬁrst to see what other possible
delights this place held.

"Welcome to The Cave. That's $20 bucks
entrance" and smiled at Joe. "You can check

The ﬁrst room he came to had a Harley

your clothes around the corner inside" And

Davidson motorcycle in the middle of the

raising the beer to his lips, he said "Have fun,

room, lit in a circle of light by a spotlight

man! Hope to see you later inside!"

hanging from the ceiling. A young blonde boy
was tied across the seat and frame and was

Joe smiled at the hunk, who smiled back and

being flogged with a black leather flogger by a

took another swallow of the beer. Joe watched

man dressed head to toe in black leather. The

his adam's apple move as he swalloed the

flogger appeared to have a handle and many

golden liquid, thinking again of how it would

tongues' of black leather which hung down

have to come out of the stud's body and hoping

from it about 2 feet. The boy was obviously

it would be all over him.

enjoying the activity. His rigid cock could be
seen hanging down below his spread ass which

Joe went in and found the clothes-check. It was

was the color of cherry red. The man inflicting

attened by a slender, dark-haired boy who

the blows on the boy appeared to be about 35

looked no older than 16, but Joe ﬁgured he'd

with dark hair and moustashe. He wore a

have to be at least 18 to even get in here. The

leather ofﬁcer's cap, harness, armbands, vest,

boy told Joe that he could check any amount of

boots and chaps. His crotch was completely

clothing he wished but not his shoes. "Safety

uncovered and he sported a 10 inch erection

rules." the kid said. Joe checked everything but

growing out of a hairy pubic mound. His large

his heavily soiled jock, worn for months

balls hung down below the size of very large

without washing until it was full of piss and

eggs. The sweat glistened on his body and

cum stains. Joe asked the kid about the layout

dripped from his sweaty nuts as he continued

of the place.

to rain blows on the young blonde's body.
Several other men

"There's a main corridor off the bar area that

were in the room, either naked or nearly so,

you can go down. All the way in the back is

playing with their hard cocks while watching

where the bathtubs are. Each of the rooms

the boy being flogged.

along the corridor is set up for different types
of play - each with a special theme. You'll see

Though the idea of this type of pain didn't

what I mean. In the area where the tubs are is

necessarily appeal to Joe, the man in black

the only place you can go barefoot. There are

leather did. Joe longed to kneel at his feet and

shelves back there where you can put them."

lick the
sweat that was dripping from his balls. Joe
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slowly moved closer to the scene going on until

a mixture of heavy mansweat, leather and some

he was just inside the edge of the circle of light.

raunch that Joe couldn't quite identify

It was then that the man in leather noticed

but ﬁgured it was somebody's ass-goo from an

him.

earlier fuck. The stud's raunchy crotch odor hit
Joe's nose and traveled to his brain like a strong

"You want some of this, boy?" the man growled

hit of amyl. Joe's tongue came out and he

at him, indicating the flogger.

immediately began to lick the dripping sweat
off the stud's large

"No, sir!" Joe

nuts. He licked the

answered,

man's balls and

automatically

gently began to suck

answering with the

them, one at a time,

honoriﬁc as if he'd

into his mouth.

been trained to be
subserviant to the

"That's it, boy!" the

man. "But I would

leather-stud growled,

love to lick the sweat

"Suck on my nuts.

from your balls!"

Get em all wet with
your cocksucking

Joe didn't know

mouth!"

where the guts had
come from to make

The stud continued

this kind of open

to flog the boy tied

answer. He guessed

across the

the atmosphere of

motorcycle, now

the place was

raining blows on his

working on him

back and thighs as

already. It certainly had worked on his cock

well as his already red ass. This went on for

which stood at it's full 10 inches with cocksnot

quite a while as Joe continued to feast on the

already drooling from the wrinkled foreskin

guy's nuts and crotch, licking around the base

partially covering the head.

of the man's thick cock and up into his sweaty
pubic hair.

The man laughed and said, "Sure, boy, you
come lick the sweat off my nuts while I give

Finally, the stud threw down the flogger and

this pussyboy some more punishment before I

pushed Joe's head out of his crotch. Joe looked

fuck his red ass!"

up into the man's cruel dark eyes.

Joe immediately went to his knees before the

"Suck my cock, boy! Get it wet so I can shove it

man and buried his face in the man's fragrant

up this pussyboy's ass!"

crotch. The smell of the leather-stud's balls was

The Cave
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ATELIER CAVALIER
ATELIER CAVALIER was founded by me Edward Murillo Moreno, a graphic designer who
decided to break the mold of fetish gear and make it more appealing for any kind of men
back in 2017. All the pieces are custom made by me and my mom and we ship all over the
globe. We are located in a tiny town in Colombia, but we've created a language where sexy
and masculine can live together in one single piece.
We've dressed international adult celebrities for ChiChi LaRue and his trademark gogo
"man candy" parties in the United States, also at this moment we are the only fetish provider in Latin-America that makes harnesses and fetish gear in environmental ethics processes, avoiding the use of leather, controlling the use of plastics and focusing on natural
and resistant textiles that you can reuse or recycle.
Our latest campaign is made by 2 brothers: Brando and Edgar (@blondbrosentertainment),
they are homosexual and they grow up in different households, but the crisis in Venezuela
made them unite and now they are the most desired boys in Bogotá. Both of them are professional singers and models, Brando focused on physique and Edgar on fashion, they are
very comfortable posing together and they love my pieces.
Our differential point is that we do everything by hand, no mass produced, no waste and
all made taking notes of our client's needs.
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Jezebel continued fom page 103
disappointed, Blake was struck by the sight of
her blonde hair and her cobalt blue eyes,
captivated by them. She was very pretty,
slender, and shapely, and while he usually
didn’t get this feeling around women (usually
when he was around other

Blake looks stupeﬁed for a moment, and
then smiles, he nods in agreement and walks
with the lady to some tables and chairs, they
sit down at a table in the middle of the
cafeteria, near a window, overlooking the city.
The woman places the pie down and looks
at Blake, “My name is Christina,
nice to meet you.”

men) this time he felt

Blake has a lump in his

nervous and short of

throat.

breath. “Well, I insist you
have it,” says the young
woman.
“Oh, no,” says Blake,
feeling like he was choking on
his words, he could feel himself
going red, “You have it, I can wait…I…” he
couldn’t ﬁnd the words and was fumbling.
She smiled at him, it was the kindest
looking smile he’d ever seen, a look he never
usually got from anyone, this made him melt
inside. “Well, if you insist,” she says. She goes to
get a nickel out of her purse. Right when it
reaches the coin slot, it collides with Blake’s,
which is there to meet hers.
“My treat,” says Blake, smiling.
She looks at Blake for a moment, quizzically,
then smiles. “Okay,” says the young woman.
She lets Blake pay for the pie, the coin goes in
the slot and the little glass door to the box
opens, revealing the big cold piece of key lime
pie sitting on a plate. She takes it from the
compartment and puts it on her tray. “Thanks,”
says the young woman.
“Yeah…um…anytime,” says Blake, with a
polite nod, and turns to continue on his way.
“Wait,” says the young lady. Blake turns
around. “I can’t ﬁnish this big piece all by
myself,” says the young woman. She seemed to
be searching for the words, as nervously and
giddily as Blake was. “You mind if we share?”
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“Blake…” he chokes out
the words, “My names’
Blake.”
“Blake, that’s a nice name,”
says Christina, “Well, what do
you say we share this big beautiful
piece of pie, huh Blake?”
“Sure…” says Blake, nervous. “Uh…two forks,
right?” he asks, not wanting this to seem like
anything more than it was.
Christina giggles.
“Two forks,” she says, with a laugh.
Blake and Christina each take their forks
and share the key lime pie, Blake tried not to
watch Christina eat, as he tried the pie him
self. It was heavenly…
“Blake,” Christina suddenly says, louder
than usual. “Blake!”
“Blake?” says Mick’s voice.
Blake snaps out of his memory again, to the
sound of Mick’s voice, and the rain on the
window outside. The heavy rain has suddenly
seemed to pick up again.
“Yeah?” asks Blake, seeing Mick, who was
only in his underwear. Green briefs. Blake
realizes that Mick is now down to his
underwear, "Oh, Mick what's up?"
Mick is still looking at Blake,
"Looks like the rain is pouring down again."

Jezebel

Blake looks out at the windowpane, "Oh
you’re right!" Blake walks toward the window
and sees the cityscape; Mick walks up behind
Blake and puts his hand on his shoulder. He
looks concerned.
"I think you should stay the night, I would
feel better that you would."
Blake didn’t hear him. He was looking up,
out the window, through the rain, seeing the
source of that strange blue light.

across town to my place in time to get some
sleep.”
Blake shuts the folder, and turns to check on
his clothes. Mick’s hand stays on his shoulder.
“Don’t be ridiculous, buddy,” says Mick.
“Why don’t you stay here and we can plan some
more things out for our case…”
“Yeah, but…”
“Besides, you can sleep here, pal,” says Mick,
with a smile.
This makes Blake feel very happy and warm

There it was, peering at them over the

inside.

skyline. It was only now that he realized what

“Yeah? You mean it?” asks Blake.

it was, he didn’t have a view of it from his

“Sure thing, you said your water wasn’t

humble ofﬁce apartment on the other side of

running back at your place anyway. And I’ve

town. The Blue Rose Hotel. It glowed like the

got an extra toothbrush you can use and

moon, or a big blue eye, neon, like a

everything,” says Mick.

searchlight, watching them as if knowing or
listening in on their conversation, all the way
from where it stood on Northerly Island.
“You there? Hello?” asks Mick, his face right
next to Blake’s.
“Oh, yeah, sorry,” says Blake, looking at Mick

“Of course you do,” says Blake with a slightly
sarcastic tone.
“Yeah, I always like being prepared,” says
Mick, laughing it off.
“Alright, man sounds good to me,” says
Blake. “I really want to lean more about this

over his shoulder. Mick’s hairy chin was

place’s history, and what you’ve found. As long

practically resting on his shoulder.

as I get back to my place tomorrow. I need to

“So that’s it, isn’t?” asks

check for messages, and if I

Blake, indicating the

got any calls.”

glowing hotel.
Mick looks from Blake to
the skyline.
“Yeah, that’s it alright,
way over on the Northerly side, big
isn’t it?”
“Yeah, says Blake. He notices how close Mick

Blake gives a chuckle. He
wasn’t missing his trivial
calls and constant
complaints from paranoid
husbands and wives, and general
busybodies, spotting what they thought looked
like a leg or an arm being smuggled out in a

is standing and can’t help but look at his big

suitcase. This was the ﬁrst interesting case he’d

body, and the bulge in his underwear, his hairy

had in a long time, and even though it involved

face right there, looking at him like a big puppy.

a flame from the past, he felt like this would be

Blake blushes, then notices the time “It’s getting

the start of something new in his life. All those

late,” says Blake, getting flustered, “Or early…I

things back at his ofﬁce could wait for now, this

guess I should get going soon if I’m going to cut

was where his attention needed to be, what he’d
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been waiting for, the case of a lifetime, one that
a simple private dick like himself only dreamed
of, this scope of an investigation. He could
perhaps close two books in his life and open a
third, one that involved this hunky man as a
possible partner detective, he hoped.
“Sure, I’ll take ya for a spin around town,”
says Mick, with a wink. “After we’re done here,
I’m sure you wouldn’t mind another ride.”
Blake smirks.
“Well, okay then, pal,” says Blake, “Let’s get
down to business.”
So they were going to investigate The Blue
Rose Hotel. Blake and Mick spent the next hour
or so going over their plans to enter the hotel,
they decided rather quickly that the next step

The Blue Rose Hotel’s reputation as a mysterious
place, renown, five stars, but with a shady history,
got even stranger when Blake and Mick went over
its records. It had been successful, very successful,
over the years… but it just…appeared…as if
overnight, and everyone just seemed to accept it,
while other locations Charles Newman had owned
had just disappeared, without a trace.
These were the thoughts that occupied
Blake’s mind as he fell asleep, next to Mick that
night, keeping him restless. What other secrets
did the Blue Rose Hotel hold, and what exactly
went on there?
At the loading docks of “The Blue Rose
Hotel”, several built men load heavy boxes of
what sound like clinking bottles. It’s a stormy
night, curtains of rain drape

to getting answers was to

down, making the entire

inﬁltrate the hotel itself,

area around the hotel

and see what was

seem to glow an ethereal

happening there, and ﬁnd

blue.

out more on Charles

The Blue Rose Hotel had

Newman, and what other

a great view of the docks

secrets he had, and

and the lake, situated on

perhaps, more about
Jezebel herself. Blake questioned how the two
of them would get into the Blue Rose Hotel,
considering the prices and that the two of them
didn’t seem to be the right “class” of people who
visit there. Mick told Blake to leave it to him,
Blake would be included in the plan, but “Mick
will take care of it”, or so he said. He had a
friend who could help them gain access, who
was “really good with stuff like this”, and that
friend’s name was “Frost”. Also, other than it’s
ﬁve star reviews, not much else was said about
the Blue Rose Hotel, even by the guests there.
Did they not want to tell of what went on
there? Or…did they themselves not know… did
they forget? Was it that their memory of what
happened there was wiped clean somehow?
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Northerly Island, near the
dilapidated ruins of the “Century of Progress”
World’s fair, which had been left open to rot
after it’s golden days of optimism in the 30’s
vanished. It was now forgotten, since the war,
and covered by the shadow cast by the giant
building that jutted from the ground next to it,
looking over the ocean-like lake and docks. The
island itself, a peninsula accessed by bridges
and docks, was mostly barren save for the
massive building at its center. The light of the
buildings near the great lake reflect on the
waters of the lake and shimmer in the rain,
distorted enough that it looks like the night
skyline of another city, somehow submerged
beneath the depths, the unassuming portal to
another world.

Jezebel

The men continue to load the boxes from the

then opens it’s eyes. He is frozen. The worker

truck, brining them to the hotel’s back loading

stares into the glowing orange eyes, which

bay, near the boiler room and kitchens. One of

stare back into his. He’s looking at what looks

the men scolds a new worker who fumbles

like the mask of a giant black wolf. An

with one of the boxes.

enormous, muscled man (at least he had the

“Be very careful when handling these boxes.

shape and body of a massive man, but he

Mr. Newman doesn’t hesitate to ﬁre anyone

appeared to be covered in black fur), the size of

who looks inside them. Also, it could be very

a bear, in a wolf mask. Except it wasn’t a mask.

dangerous when dropped.”

The snout was real, so were the prominent,

“Dangerous?” asks one of the workers,
nervously. “What the hell’s in them?”
“That’s only for Mr. Newman and his guests
to know,” says the overseer.
The workers push through the rainstorm,

pointed ears. The teeth were real, and sharp,
and lethal looking, so was the tongue, which
seemed to welcome him as he opened his maw,
and snarled. The drool and slobber dripped
from his teeth, onto his face like drops of sweat.

continuing to unload the last of the boxes,

The worker opened his mouth to scream as he

bringing them up to the hotel.

tried to back away from this great beast, but no

Then, one of the new workers sees

sound escaped his lips. A great paw-like hand,

something in the mouth of the alleyway near

covered in fur, grasped his face, and muffled

the loading dock, a big shape, like a large

him, dragging him back into the fog, rain, and

shadow, shrouded in the curtains of rain, and

steam rising up from the vents, as quickly and

the steam billowing up from a steam vent, it

silently as if he’d been dragged under water.

looked extremely big and muscular, and it

All is quiet.

looked like it had…a tail…and unusual pointed
spire shapes at the top of it’s head. It looked like

Continued in next Issue

the giant shadow of a large dog or animal. The
worker dismisses it at ﬁrst, but then sees it
again, like it shrunk down into the ground. His
curiosity gets the best of him and he goes over
to investigate the alley, the others don’t seem to
be paying too much attention. He walks
through the rain over to the alley mouth,
through the billowing drapes of steam. The
alley behind the steam is dark, he looks both
ways, nothing. Then a large, strong, clawed
hairy arm grabs him and pulls him through the
(into the) foggy steam.
The worker is pulled through the dense fog
until he is face to face with a giant dog-like
maw, whose snout comes out at him from the
steam like a shark from the water. It sniffs him,

Jezebel
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Continued from page 119

inside the boy's butthole was phenomenal! Joe

Joe needed no further instruction. He

was almost afraid he'd burn his tongue up the

immediately took the man's cock into his

boy's ass. The sphincter of the boys ass began to

mouth, savoring the sweet taste of the man's

suck on Joe's tongue just like it was a cock as Joe

cocksnot which was pouring out of his piss-slit.

began to fuck it in and out of the hole. The

His cock tasted like it had already been up

inside of the boy's ass tasted even tarter and

some young, hot ass and Joe feasted on the

rauchier than the ass-trench had and Joe

raunchy taste.

feasted on the hole, locking his lips around it
and sucking. He nibbled on the boy's ass-lips

After he had gotten the cock well lubed with

and snorted more and more of the kid's

his saliva, the stud again pushed Joes mouth off

raunchy ass odor. He was in heaven!!!

and gave him further orders.
Finally, the leather-stud
pulled him out of the
boy's ass in preparation
for the fuck.
"Since you like ass so
much, boy, get behind
me and suck on my
asshole and nuts while I
fuck this pussy!"
The man stood with his
legs spread apart and Joe
quickly got behind him
and spread his ass
cheeks. The man had
dark hair all over his ass
and there was a thick growth of it in the ass"Get over there and get that pussy wet for me,

trench. Joe watched as the man shoved his cock

boy!"

in the boy's hole with one thrust of his hips and
then buried his face in the stud's ass while the

Joe crawled over to the motorcycle and buried

stud held his cock inside the boy, letting him get

his face in the boy's red ass. The heat from the

used to the size of it.

boy's ass-cheeks was warm on Joes face and the
sweat and musk in the boy's ass tasted and

The stud obviously had either had a hard night

smelled delicious to Joe. He eagerly ate out the

or had not showered for several days. His butt

boy's tart, sweaty ass crack and began shoving

was far rauchier than any ass-trench that Joe

his tongue in the boy's pliant hole. The heat

had ever had his face in before. But the smell of
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stud-ass was overpowering to Joe. He began to

The leather-stud pulled out of the boy's ass and

lick and suck at the man's hole like a pig

looked down at Joe.

snorting in a trough! He licked up and down
the raunchy, greasy trench and sucked on the

"You want my load, you know where it is! Go get

abundance of dark smelly hair growing there.

it, boy!" he said.

He pushed his face forward and locked his lips
on the man's gritty asshole and began sucking

Joe quickly buried his face in the boy's ass and

on the hole while shoving his tongue as far up

locked his lips to the boy's obscenely open hole.

the stud's fragrant butt as he could reach. The

He began to suck at the oriﬁce and was

taste of this stud's bowels was tart, tangy and

rewarded with a load of hot, just fucked cum

driving Joe over the edge.

and ass juice from the boy's well-used pussy.

The stud pulled back, forching Joe's face and

Joe thanked the man and he ruffled Joe's hair,

tongue even farther into his butt and then

giving him a big grin.

began to pound his cock in and out of the boy's
ass. Joe moved down and began licking at the

"You one hot little stud-boy! I'll see you later!" he

man's balls as they swung between his legs

said and left the room.

while his cock reamed out the boy's ass. As Joe
licked, the man's nuts began to contract and

Now that the action was over, the rest of them

move up tighter to the base of his cock. Now Joe

men began drifting from the room as well. Joe

could not only lick at the stud's nuts but could

decided it was time to go explore the other

lick at the base of his cock as it came out of the

rooms in the corridor.

boys ass as well.
To be continued.....
On and on the stud continued to pound the
boy's ass as the boy groaned and moved his ass
around to make sure that the stud's cock got to
every inch of his bowels. Joe reached down and
started stroking the boy's cock which
caused the boy to moan even louder.
Suddenly, the stud shoved his cock in the boy's
ass as hard as he could and Joe could feel the
stud's balls unloading their heavy load of cum

Writers Wanted
Do you think you got what it takes to make
a man fumble with his zipper as he’s
reading through your story? Our do you
have something our readership will find interesting or are in need of knowing?If so,
we want you!

up the boy's ass. The boy began moaning at the
same time and Joe quickly went down
and took the boy's cock in his mouth just as the
kid began shooting a huge wad of boy-cum! Joe
had to swallow quickly to get it all, but he
wasn't about to miss a drop!

The Cave

No experience necessary, just a drive to
want to express yourself!
Just drop us an email here and we will get
back to you with how to submit your piece.
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